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ProTac™ EMS 
HIGH PERFORMANCE MEDICAL SERVICES FLASHLIGHT   

MARKET 
APPLICATIONS: Purpose built for Emergency Medical Services personnel. 
 

DESCRIPTION: Compact and powerful, the ProTac™ EMS flashlight offers low, medium and high intensity modes and the 
latest in power LED technology.  The combination of its small size and long run time make it the perfect 
light for Emergency Medical Services personnel to carry. Use the low setting to check pupil contraction and 
the medium setting is ideal for non-glare wound examination. 

 

CASE MATERIAL: 6000 series machined aircraft aluminum with anodized finish.  Available in BLUE.    
 

DIMENSIONS: Length: 3.97 in. (10.08 cm)  
Major Diameter: 0.90 in. (2.29 cm) 
Barrel Diameter: 0.65 in. (1.65 cm)  

 

WEIGHT: 2.3 oz (65 grams) with alkaline battery  
 

LENS: Tempered glass lens, o-ring sealed. 
 

LIGHT SOURCE:  C4® LED technology, impervious to shock with a 50,000 hour lifetime. 
 

LIGHT OUTPUT: Low = 3.6 lumens     Medium = 10 lumens     High =50 lumens.  Optimized electronics provide regulated 
intensity. 

 

ON/OFF: Multi-function, push-button tail switch. 
    
 Lightly press the tail cap for momentary on in low mode or a hard press (click) will keep the light on in low 

mode. 
 

 Two taps of the tail switch accesses medium mode, and a continued press of the switch (click) will keep 
the light on in medium light mode. 

 

 Three taps of the tail switch accesses high mode, and a continued press of the switch (click) will keep the 
light on in high light mode. 

 

RUN TIME: Low = 36 hours    Medium = 14 hours    High = 1.5 hours  (with alkaline cell) 
 

BATTERY: One (1) AA Alkaline or (1) AA Lithium battery. 
 

FEATURES: C4® LED technology for extreme brightness. 
LED Solid State Power Regulation provides maximum light output throughout battery life. 
IPX7 rated design; Waterproof to 1 meter for 30 minutes. 
Anti-roll facecap. 
Removable pocket clip. 
Serialized for positive identification. 

 

WARRANTY: Streamlight's Limited Lifetime Warranty warrants this product to be free of defect, including the LED, for a 
lifetime of use.  We will repair, replace or refund the purchase price, at our option, of any Streamlight 
product that does not work as a result of a manufacturing defect for as long as you own it.  This limited 
lifetime warranty excludes abuse, batteries, switches, electronics and normal wear and tear.  Switches and 
electronics have a two (2) year warranty with proof of purchase.                 

 

APPROVALS: Meets applicable European Community directives.  
 

OPTIONAL  
ACCESSORIES:  Holster. 
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